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NPP meeting topic/speaker:

Round Table “Show & Tell”
—by NPP members & guests
Tues., May 22nd, at 7:30pm
We’ll be having our annual Round Table discussion
this month. We encourage everyone to bring a native
plant, either a cutting or in a pot, to be identified and
discussed at the meeting. It can be a plant you are unfamiliar with or something that you find remarkable,
i.e. blooms for long periods of time or has fruit all
winter or is simply gorgeous. We will take one plant
at a time and discuss it with the entire group, inviting
all comments about your experience with that native.
It has been so much fun in the past, we have turned it
into an annual event.

Six-spotted Milkweed Bug, Oncopeltus sexmaculatus
on Lantana velutina, Velvet Lantana, PDST 417. This
easily-cultivated native Lantana is distinguishable by
the crinkly, aromatic leaves, white/pinkish blooms and
pinkish globular fruits. Seventy-seven iNaturalist parThe meeting is at: Valley Nature Center,
301 S Border, (Gibson Park), Weslaco. 956-969-2475. ticipants have observed this colorful insect.
The Sabal is the newsletter of the Native Plant Project.
It conveys information on native plants, habitats and environment of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, Texas.

Previous Sabal issues are posted on our website [www.NativePlantProject.org].
Electronic versions of our Handbooks on recommended natives for landscaping are also posted there.
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City Nature Challenge 2018 and Plant Identification
The recent City Nature Challenge competition held via iNaturalist (iNat) had an incredible effect regarding
plants and people. From April 27-30, photographers could capture photo “Observations” of any living species.
These intrepid Observers had another three days (April 31-May1) to submit their Observations to iNat for inclusion in the worldwide competition.
The LRGV was considered as one municipality, competing with such enormous places as Los Angeles, and
such far-flung spots as Antarctica.
John Brush gave NPP attendees an eloquent presentation last month on “iNaturalist” and how to use it, showing us in real-time on the internet some of the main features we might want to use.
John pointed out that cell phones are often great for taking photos to submit as “Observations” and that submitting them is much more efficient using a computer.
He also urged us to help with “Identifications,” stating that there were likely to be few people assisting with
IDs on native plants. (This turned out to be true for any sort of plant.)
Other presenters urged various groups such as Master Naturalists to assist in the competition. What resulted
was a photographic frenzy, with people meeting up in unexpected places taking photos of everything in sight.
Several things which came to light will be the focus of this issue. It’s likely that this challenge led to more
people observing and considering more plants simultaneously than ever before in local history.
It became obvious that the tallest trees growing here were incredibly confusing for almost everyone who photographed them. Few photos of these giant trees showed the leaves in great detail. In general, people took a
photo to show how large the tree was. Some of us could cheat and guess the ID by the general color and shape,
but that isn’t reliable enough for a definite ID, especially when iNat encourages submission of multiple photos.

Our Tallest Trees. Some similarly-large trees and how to distinguish them.
A number of people submitted photos of Moctezuma Cypress, Casuarina (Australian Pine) and Athel. Few were
able to identify or distinguish them. All have rather delicate foliage and grow to be very tall. They represent
three types of vegetation: native, invasive and adaptive. Here are close-up photos of foliage, which is markedly
different on close examination, and notes about how to distinguish these 3 giant (for this area) trees.
Moctezuma Cypress. Taxodium distichum var. mexicanum. PDST 15.
(Photo left is life-size, as illustrated by text on adjacent drug packet.)
Note the rather short needlelike leaves of the Moctezuma Cypress.
The common name used here refers to shared history with Moctezuma.
It is the national tree of Mexico. Trees from the Mexican highlands
achieve a notable stoutness. One specimen, the Árbol del Tule in Santa
María del Tule, Oaxaca, Mexico, is the stoutest tree in the world with
a diameter of 37.5 ft. Some individuals are thought to be 900 years or
older.
This species native to deep south Texas doesn’t shed leaves in winter,
but may drop them during extended drought. It also lacks the “knees”
of close “bald” relatives found in swamps. Both species occur along
the San Antonio Riverwalk, according to Ken King.
Cypress is a gymnosperm, producing seeds without flowers. Tiny
cones are the reproductive parts, with separate structures on the same
specimen.
Cypress requires a good water supply, and becomes threatened when
the water supply diminishes.
Cypress wood is prized. Most of our local population has disappeared,
possibly for that reason.
If you have a very large space for one to grow and lots of water for it,
Moctezuma Cypress is an absolutely marvelous, incredibly awesome
and majestic tree. Each and every specimen should be cherished.
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“Australian Pine, or Beach Sheoak*,” Casuarina equisetifolia. INVASIVE. EXOTIC.
(This photo of the leaves is approximately life-size.)
These gigantic trees are dark green in the distance. (*They are
not related to oak trees.) The leaves are long and thin, with
markings which resemble segments.
Casuarina generally appears in long rows, as people encourage
them to grow as windbreaks along property lines.
It freely self-seeds in disturbed areas and once established will
probably inhibit growth of any diversity.
It is an “actinorhizal” plant, able to fix nitrogen from the atmosphere, a great advantage for growth in poor soils.
Casuarina will not remain as one large sheltering specimen. It
will continue to pop up all around the parent plant, in
neighboring yards and spaces.
It will reproduce sexually and vegetatively.
The pollen causes strong respiratory allergic reactions.
The root system can break pavement, sewers or water lines.
Control: Triclopyr works well on foliage and glyphosate
(RoundUp) is best for cut surfaces. (Cutting or damage to the
tree induces vegetative growth, so cutting alone is not an effective management strategy.)
For further information see:
[http://www.tsusinvasives.org/home/database/casuarina-equisetifolia]

Australian Pine is present on the Sheepshead Lots, SPI, TX.

“Athel.” Tamarix aphylla. PDST 406. ADAPTIVE. EXOTIC.
Not Yet Naturalized in this area.
(Photo below approximates actual size of vegetative structures. In the background is a giant specimen.)
The giant Athel tree does not seem to reproduce itself in this area.
Closely-related shrubby Tamarisk species are highly-INVASIVE,
reproducing rapidly and threatening habitat along watercourses.
Athel and the shrubby invasive relatives are all called “Salt Cedar.”
The vegetative structures resemble cedar, but they’re not related.
What you see on close examination of any Tamarisk specimen are long,
soft, grey-green needlelike structures which branch often and in many
directions. From the leaves, it’s impossible to determine the species.
Tamarisk sp. are highly efficient at transpiration, even in salty soils,
which allows Athel to reach the incredible height of 30 or 40 feet and
allows the invasive shrubby species to outcompete natives.
Athel (and probably the shrubby relatives) was widely planted in the
U.S. during the 1930s, when much of America became an enormous
dust bowl, the great depression was upon us, and federal officials were
desperate to try planting anything which might slow down the wind,
capture scant rainfall, and provide a bit of shade. The young, old and
infirm were choking to death in the dust storms of that era. It could happen all too easily again as we disrupt soils with abandon.
Once you can recognize giant specimens of Athel, you see the remnants
of those 1930’s plantings.
Salt Cedars inhibit the growth of other species around them.
(If in doubt about the species, take it out!)
For control measures, follow those for Australian Pine above.
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The most important thing to discriminate one plant from another is an image, often a series of images, of morphological details. If blooms have been knocked about by wind, covered by dirt, or wilted by the sun, it may be hard to
see the number, arrangement, or even the color of petals.
It is often the case that one image alone is not enough for a positive ID. For example, basal leaves often look very
different than upper leaves. For tall plants, it’s almost impossible to achieve sharp focus on every conceivable structure. This is why iNat encourages Observers to submit more than one photo as a single Observation.
One of the greatest attributes of the world wide web is the almost-infinite amount of space in which to store good
photographic images. Reputable botanical websites like National Wildflower Research Center (NWRC) may store a
large array of images for each species and subspecies. Unlike more casual websites, these use botanists to ensure validity. By contrast, one finds in the storehouse of iNat images for any one species several “invalid” images which have
been misidentified (in good faith) by a series of two or three persons, no credentials needed. A series of two or three
identical IDs will bring an iNat Observation to “Research Grade.”
Research Grade on iNat might best be translated as “needs further research.”
Over the course of the iNat challenge photo frenzy, people also took note of, possibly for the first time ever,
our tiniest blooms, and those were just confusing to many as our few giant trees.

Some Tiny Pink Blooms. Continued on page 5.
Wild Petunia, Calibrachoa parviflora, PDST 390.
Family: Solanaceae. Tiny blooms, up to 5/8” long.
Blooms resemble those of Stemodia schottii, PDST 389. Both
are five-lobed, with a white center. Color ranges from pink to
purple and violet. Seeds are numerous, in bivalve capsules.
The envelope in this photo provides clarity to the plant’s morphology, as well as a sense of scale. (Envelopes are also handy
for collecting seed as you venture about.)
This tiny plant prefers moist places, and can be found in low spots
somewhere in a field. Cameron, Hidalgo and Starr counties.
Blooming occurs in winter or spring. Growth form is prostrate and
stems root at nodes. Tiny hairs cover leaf surfaces. NWRC states
that foliage is fragrant and uses the common name Seaside Petunia.
(Older name: Petunia parviflora) Requires sun. Attracts birds and
butterflies. Named for Mexican botanist Antonio Cal y Bracho.
Most of TX; from s. Fla. to Calif., n. to Va., s. to trop. Am.
A “poor” relative of the cultivated petunias, which were derived
from South American P. axillaris and P. violacea.

Rose Sundrops, Oenothera rosea, PDST 340-1.
Close relative: Buttercup, Oenothera speciosa, PDST 341.
This looks like a miniature buttercup growing from a long pedicel,
with elongated, pointed, mostly basal leaves with obvious venation.
Peering beneath the bloom one finds a “keel” composed of two
sepals fused at their tips. The seedpods are clublike, with prominent
ridges. These specimens, photographed at Parque Ecologico de
Chipinque, grew up to 16” tall on rocky roadsides.
Habitat Preferences: River bottoms, canyons and disturbed areas.
Recorded Range: Rose Evening Primrose is found in the southwestern USA in AZ, CA, NM, TX, and in Central and South America. It
has been cultivated and is naturalized in such places as Gibraltar.
Locally, it has been found in Cameron and Hidalgo counties.
Small blooms open near sunrise.
Rachel Nagy brought specimens to share at April’s NPP meeting. If
you haven’t attended a meeting recently, it’s a great place to find plants and seeds.
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Wheat-Spike Scalystem.
Elytraria bromoides, PDST 50.
Petals are notched and unequal.

Family: Acanthaceae.
Close relatives: Tubetongue,
Runyon’s Water Willow.

Sweet Shaggy Tuft.
Stenandrium dulce, PDST 50.
Unnotched Petals.

These tiny relatives may seem
easy to differentiate from
these photos. Not so!
When not in bloom, they just
look like a rosette of tiny
leaves. Without fresh blooms
and some magnification, it’s
nearly impossible to know the
difference. Even so, blooms
vary in color, and the bright
pink markings on Sweet
Shaggy Tuft are rarely prominent. One telltale difference is
the fruiting structure of Elytraria, resembling a spike of wheat.
Other differences require greater magnification.
Both of these can be found beneath old Ebony trees. They are tiny
and flat enough to stay beneath a mower blade. It is possible to
keep them in cultivation. Stenandrium is host to Definite Patch.

Sunbright, Dwarf Flameflower,
Phemeranthus parviflorus,
Not in PDST except by name.

Family: Portulacaceae (Purslane). Flameflower Vine, Talinum
Close relative, yellow-blooming
paniculatum, PDST 360.
Phemeranthus aurantiacus, PDST 358 Pink Baby’s Breath.

Left: Dwarf Flameflower grows well in a
pot. It is compact and reseeds easily. Leaves
are in basal clusters, long, thin, pointed and
succulent. It grows in much of the US in
bare sandy or sandy clay soils. NPP Life
Member Diann Ballesteros discovered this
beauty on one of the yearly wildflower
fieldtrips north of Raymondville. Ken King
says: “We now find it regularly anytime we
are in the sand sheet area. Dies back in winter and reemerges in spring. A jewel.”
Right: Flameflower Vine grows beautifully in a pot. The tuberous root transplants
easily into most soils and protects the plant
when brush is cleared. In cultivation, the red
stem is conspicuous; the entire plant may
become very large. Leaves may be very
large, with red edges. Disappears in cold
weather and reemerges in warm weather.
This bloom inset shows the origin of the
Talinum paniculatum, right, is
name Flameflower.
easily confused when not in
bloom with Anredera scandens, Unless shaded, blooms
Madera Vine. Both are vining, are difficult to photowith fleshy leaves and red stems. graph even at dusk.
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More Wetland Species.
Several people ventured into wet places in the recent photo frenzy. Here are some of the species encountered.

Lesser Duckweed. Lemna aequinoctialis. PDST 41.
(Photographed on a thumb to show size.) You would
probably call this pond scum, though that could be any
number of species. These can grow in mud or float in
water. Each plant has a single root. They often occur in
clusters. Undersides may be red-brown.
Eaten by Gallinules and Coots, perhaps by other puddle
ducks. Collect in fine mesh net to propagate. Tolerates
summer drawdowns; prefers quiet, clear organic waters.

Water Star-Grass. Heteranthera dubia. PDST 44.
Occurs as a mass of individuals rooted in mud and often submerged
in water. Freshwater aquatic preferring low salinity. Animal life is
abundant where this is plentiful, but use by animals is unknown. It is
probably consumed by many waterbirds. Can be an aggressive invader in resacas. Propagate by transplanting entire plants with liberal
amounts of root-laden soil, where protected from excessive wave action. Once established, will tolerate higher salinity and long-term water level increases.

Delta Arrowhead. Sagittaria platyphylla. PDST 23. Delta Duck Potato.
Usually occurs in masses. Blooms of both sexes are usually on the same plant.
They occur as a whorl on recurved pedicels. Leaf petioles are often long and are
triangular. Tubers (the potatoes eaten by ducks, geese and aquatic mammals) are
formed on rhizomes, and are smaller than a penny. Best propagation method is
to plant winter rosettes in late winter taking liberal amounts of surrounding soil
to ensure tubers are included. Select clear, shallow, open water areas. Tolerates
fluctuating water levels, drawdowns, and salinities below 3.5 ppt. (Mike Heep
notes: “Arrow Heads are very finicky.”)

Spiderwort, Callisia micrantha. PDST 29.
Southern Coastal Roseling. A hat perched behind this bloom
allowed fairly good focus. This is a perennial fleshy herb with
creeping brittle stems. Found throughout the valley, it blooms
for most of the year. Wild populations disappear in dry periods, surviving by jointed, underground rhizomes. Grows very
well in cultivation, which irritates some gardeners. Can be
beautiful growing with other tiny- blooming plants in various
hues.

Hachinal. Heimia salicifolia. PDST 299. Hachinal often occurs on the banks
of watery places. It’s easy to recognize when in bloom. Look for reddish stems
and thin leaves on dry specimens. One can often find remnant seedpods with open
slits at the top. Seeds are minute. A springy collapsible hat used as backdrop
brought this specimen into focus amongst myriad species growing in the vicinity.
(Photo approximates life-size.)
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LRGV Native Plant Sources

S p o n s o r s (Native Plant Nurseries)

See also our
Sponsors on right
Perez Ranch Nursery
(Betty Perez)
12 miles north of La Joya, TX
(956) 580-8915
<PerezRanchNatives@gmail.com>

Heep’s LRGV Native Plant Nursery
Owned and operated by Mike and Claire Heep
We grow plants suited to landscaping
and revegetation in south Texas.
1714 S. Palm Court Drive, Harlingen, TX 78552
(956) 457-6834 <heep0311@yahoo.com>

[www.heepsnursery.com]

These vendors may sell exotics:
National Butterfly Center
Old Military Hwy/3333 Butterfly Pk Dr
Mission, TX 78572
office 956-583-5400x754 Max Munoz
<max@nationalbutterflycenter.org>
[http://www.nationalbutterflycenter.org]
Rancho Lomitas Nursery
(Benito Trevino)
P.O. Box 442
Rio Grande City, TX 78582
(956) 486-2576 *By appt. only

Come visit the VNC:

301 S. Border Ave.
Weslaco, TX 78596
(956) 969-2475
info@valleynaturecenter.org
www.valleynaturecenter.org
A Secret Garden
in the Heart of the
Rio Grande Valley

Native Plants
for Sale
Watch Birds
& Butterflies

Valley Nature Center
-6 acre Nature Park & Trails -Book & Gift Shop-Native Plant Nursery-Meeting Room-Environmental Education and Exhibit Hall-

Valley Garden Center
701 E. Bus. Hwy. 83
McAllen, TX 78501
(956) 682-9411
M&G Double D Native Plants &
Seeds of South Texas, (Gail Dantzker)
956-342-5979; <gdld@att.net>
7500 N 21st St; McAllen, TX 78504
[mandgdoubled.com]
Grown at The Woods, Willacy Cty., TX.

Landscapers using Natives:
Landscaping, Etc. Inc.
Noel Villarreal
125 N. Tower Rd, Edinburg
956-874-4267, 956-316-2599

NPP Board & General Meetings are held at
Valley Nature Center
(4th Tues. each month, except thru summer)
Brd Mtgs 6:30pm — Speaker 7:30pm
2018 meeting dates: 9/25, 10/23, 11/27
(No meetings during summer or in December.)
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Green Lynx Spider, Peucetia viridans,
hanging out on Coma, Sideroxylon celastrinum, PDST 382. This spider is known to
guard and sometimes relocate the egg case.
Coma leaves are slick, leathery, and sometimes shaped like a comma. They will crack
when folded. The fruit is tasty and sticky.

www.NativePlantProject.org

FROM: NPP; POB 2742; San Juan, TX 78589
The Native Plant Project (NPP) has no paid staff or facilities.
NPP is supported entirely by memberships and contributions.
Anyone interested in native plants is invited to join.
Members receive 8 issues of The Sabal newsletter per year in
which they are informed of all project activities and meetings.
Meetings are held at:
Valley Nature Center, 301 S. Border, Weslaco, TX.

Native Plant Project Membership Application
__Regular $20/yr. __Contributing $45/yr
__Life $250 one time fee/person
Other donation: ____________________
Please print:

Name________________________________

TO:

Address_______________________________
City___________________________ State

__
Phone ______________ Zip _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
I’m choosing the “green option!”
Send my SABAL via .pdf file to:
Email address: _

__________________

Please mail this form with dues check payable to:
Native Plant Project, POB 2742, San Juan, TX 78589-7742

NPP meeting/speaker:
The Native Plant Project will present:

Round Table “Show & Tell”
—by NPP members & guests
Tues., May 23rd, at 7:30pm
The meeting is held at
Valley Nature Center,
301 S Border, (in Gibson Park),
Weslaco.
956-969-2475.
We hope to see you there!
Feel free to bring a native plant
or cutting to tell us about.

Four-Lined Skink, hanging out in a
multitude of native plant species at
the end of a bridge in Sabal Palm
Sanctuary, Brownsville. Skinks stay
cool and moist in leaf litter or humus.
Plestiodon tetragrammus, identified
by Ernest Herrera, photographed by
C. Mild. (Inset: see p 6 inside.)

In this issue: City Nature Challenge Photo Frenzy (iNaturalist):
Our Tallest Trees, Some Tiny Pink Blooms, More Wetland Species. (Subtopic: Photo Techniques.)
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